How to become an excellent student in school and why
Long time thinking about how to become a straight a student in school? Have to work hard a lot.

Motivation is an important step on the road to success
For a start be clear: WHY? Why do you need information on how to become a straight a student in school? These girls are quite a lot of bonuses.
Formulate:
&#8211; the status of the straight a student study aid: the most strict teacher will think twice before going to write a bad mark, even if the girl is
really ill prepared. And that is to disrupt a bad mood for the "pride of the class/school", and the question!
&#8211; a Student is able to organize themselves, and therefore faster doing homework and more time, not being distracted by trifles. Solid
knowledge and General knowledge help her not to stay up all night studying before the exam, and do things much faster;
&#8211; Smart girls like guys. Knowledge gives them more confidence in themselves, and the neat and strict appearance — enticing and
fascinating unavailability.
Some advanced and promising guys in the school think about the future and not pay attention to modest mouse with "mediocre" score, as well as
to deliberate the bully, though impressive-looking. In fact, he is a future diplomat/serious businessman/famous doctor. Why would he want a
companion with a questionable status, which can maintain an intelligent conversation, walks in ripped jeans, writes in the well-thumbed notebooks
and even (about, horror!) allows themselves to foul language? Say it's all fashionable and need for the image? And have you seen at least one
grown-up, glamorous, intelligent and stylish lady, which equals a girl who behaves in a similar way?

How to become an excellent student in school: a guide to action
1. Stay positive. The ratings are not an indicator of intelligence, and therefore, objectively, there are no serious reasons to fear and thoughts that
"nothing will come of it". Even if teachers are clearly finding fault.
2. Learn to negotiate and do not make trouble. Anyway to prove that the teacher is stupid, you will not leave. Some time (not more than six
months) will have to patiently endure the carping and suspicion do not believe in your transformation the teachers, and then everything will work
itself out. In the most difficult moments to think about what the reputation that you are trying to change, you have not earned one year.
3. Changing the behavior. In the classroom behave calmly and (as corny as it may) LISTEN to the teacher. The pros will get several:
&#8211; Much better perceive the material and will make the lessons quickly, without the distraction of the search information and listening for
calls of the type "Ani, and asked in Russian? And you have solved the second problem in physics?".
&#8211; will Not irritate the most Marivanna (of course, because his unfocused you're disrupting the class and distracting classmates), and hence
answers your it will start to listen much more condescending.
&#8211; you Have a good memory? You will be surprised, but if attention to the teacher, homework in subjects such as history, literature and
geography, you can view the "diagonal" — all the necessary information, usually sounds on the lesson.
&#8211; And to discuss with Anna the same burning questions "thought Volodya, when I invited him to the party" and "What is it that plague this
Tanka, got his jokes!" and on the reverse. Or by phone after school.
4. Change the image. Green nails, ragged breeches, backpack with skulls, piercings and relaxed mini look, of course, creative, but crazy annoying
teachers and make it difficult to concentrate on the learning process. Of course — you just Express themselves. But note: how much is still
attractive modern office fashion! Charming-strict-knit dress, fitted like a glove, dainty white blouse with a cascade of lace, appeared flattering the
bust, a pencil skirt with a thrilling slit at back, decorated with small buttons&#8230; not "glamorous hen"! Rather custom research paper writing
service , a real lady.
5. Begin to learn. Ideally, if you do your homework you will be on the same day, when they were asked the brain perceives svezheproseyannuyu
much better information than pathetic attempts to recall what happened three days ago. Say that verses and paragraphs long in the memory is not
delayed? However, it is the "box" with a long memory, and will be involved if you read three times the job, for example, in history. Dates and
events will overlap on what you heard in class. But before you "give up", it is enough to repeat the same thing the day before, having spent only
about 15 minutes, data will emerge from the "trunk" themselves.
Caveat: this method of training is good and the fact that all remains in my head for a long time, not disappear immediately after the response.
Because knowledge will be useful in the exam, which will be six months or a year! Not to teach, then again, along the way, frantically looking
through the useful tips from the "How to prepare for the exam"? By the way, these tips are best viewed in advance.

Possible pitfalls
"Stone" is only one: classmates. In your transformation in the best way they will be hard to believe. Well, if you — one of the rather popular girls,
then we can lead them, proving at the expense of the authority of the real benefits of knowledge, for example, at receipt in prestigious educational

institution. Solid knowledge and good grades give you the opportunity to choose the most prestigious and highly paid profession. But even if
difficulties in communication there — believe me — this is temporary! Real friends will understand and support. And the rest&#8230; surely the
prospect of his beloved and great guy do not stand next to them just to "score"?

